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This	  white	  paper	  identifies	  the	  validated	  eco-‐‑arts	  and	  science	  of	  “How	  to	  transform	  abuse	  
into	  heartfelt	  relationship	  unity,”	  information	  that	  I	  have	  submitted	  with	  regard	  to	  the	  
protection	  and	  support	  of	  endangered	  species	  Killer	  Whales.	  	  Through	  1.5	  billion	  dollar	  
startup	  funding,	  its	  Climate	  Therapy	  process	  helps	  to	  end	  the	  all	  too	  common	  abuse	  of	  
human	  kind	  as	  well	  as	  any	  other	  form	  of	  life	  including	  Planet	  Earth.	  	  Without	  its	  inclusion,	  
our	  best	  intentions	  to	  stop	  the	  world	  from	  falling	  apart	  remain	  unsuccessful.	  	  
	  
You	  can	  use	  How	  to	  Transform	  Abuse	  into	  Heartfelt	  Relationship	  Unity	  to	  produce	  additional	  
applications	  of	  it	  as	  a	  remedy,	  article,	  book,	  film,	  interview,	  course,	  grant,	  livelihood	  or	  
degree	  that	  will	  strengthen	  your	  unique	  contributions	  to	  personal,	  social	  and	  
environmental	  well-‐‑being.	  It	  lets	  any	  kinds	  of	  life	  unify	  through	  the	  54	  natural	  senses	  that	  
we	  hold	  in	  common	  with	  them.	  
	  
Please	  contact	  me	  regarding	  how	  I	  can	  help	  your	  interests	  or	  causes.	  	  
	  
	  
Michael	  J.	  Cohen,	  Ed.D.,	  Ph.D.	  	  
360-378-6313  nature@interisland.net  
www.ecopsych.com/mjcohen.html 
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How	  to	  Transform	  Abuse	  into	  Heartfelt	  Relationship	  Unity	  
 
To consider or analyze the proposed moratorium on Southern Residence Killer Whales (SRKW) 
we must wisely recognize and deal with their present abuse and possible extinction. It is, in 
reality, a world-wide example of humans being misguided authorities that have put a “knee on 
the neck” of SRKW since 1949, and severely injured, but not yet killed the pod.  
 
Economically, ethically and morally all parties are victims in this tragedy, most immediately 
SRKW.  
 
To make sense, the proposed moratorium should not simply be a yes or no decision. Rather it 
must morph into an independently funded demonstration of what can successfully be done to 



remedy our heartbreaking increase of abusive relationships that continue to deteriorate Earth’s 
web-of-life, including humanity. Its recovery powers from our overuse have decreased every 
year since 1974.   
 
The Proposal presents a unique opportunity to increase the well-being of all concerned if we are 
wise enough to make it create the time and space we need to apply its appropriate Climate 
Therapy remedy. It produces world-wide benefits.  
 
Climate Therapy removes the ill-advised limits in our socialization by higher education’s Ivory 
Tower and its all to many unscientific, nature-disconnected teachings. They produce our 
increasingly broken world as well as the critical need to apply a medicine that helps it/us recover. 
That antidote is the missing core of most personal and global problems. We must keep this fact 
in mind: the result of everything we know and have been taught for the past 3,000 years to this 
moment is increasingly deteriorating our world.  
 
The above seems brash. Is it?  Higher Education’s Ivory Tower definition of itself states that it 
is, "An attitude of aloofness from or disdain or disregard for worldly or practical affairs." It is 
legally required for us to attend schools that socialize us to act out the Ivory Tower’s aloof ideas 
and programs. This makes it difficult for us to create reasonable changes to our worldly disorders 
that Ivory Tower half-truths still teach us to produce. 
 

We suffer most or our problems because over 99% of our lifetime is indoctrinated to be 
out of tune with how the life of our planet works.  In metaphor, the Ivory Tower has 
emotionally attached us to drive an advanced technology automobile. As we love to 
excessively speed this vehicle down the highway to relieve our stress or distress, or for 
fun, or in being late for work panic, it alarms us to see that the car, suddenly 
uncontrolled, will speed into a group of families in an attractive natural area. There, 
they are involved in a Climate Therapy training workshop where Ivory Tower science 
directly connects the intelligence of their 54 senses, in congress, to the wisdom of 
authentic nature, backyard or backcountry. 
Because we have not yet desired to learn how to  activate our advanced car’s optional 
organic braking and steering system, in anguish we hope and pray that the vehicle will 
stop as we fearfully scream “Oh God,” or “whoa” or “STOP” like the vehicle was an 
evil spirit or a runaway horse, or it understood words and feelings.  
The “Ivory Tower” reactions, above, are unscientific and outdated. They do not halt our 
high-tech car, so we wreak havoc on people, places and things including ourselves as 
passengers.  
Our indoor life’s excessive disconnection from Nature demands that we apply an 
organic science and technology brake and guidance system to our lives. Because this 
tool for well-being is fueled by our mind-pollution it continually reduces it. Since 1980, 
it is a social technology that helps people register and engage in the wise, self-correcting 
ways that are inherent in the life of that lovely natural area that is also our personal 
unadulterated life. We would then know and apply the natural world’s organic balance 
and purifying powers that have protected and preserved its/our life over the eons. We 
could intelligently manage the car. To not do this would be a lie or sin of omission.  



 
Do you, or anybody on your Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) staff, 
recognize the long and repeated core of our police, racial and environmental abusiveness, 
including our protests against it and our need for its remedy? That fundamental is this: our 
education and counseling neglects to teach us that we are part of the life of our planet. Because 
our excessively nature-isolated Ivory Tower learning fixates us to abuse the life of Earth/us we 
are in pain and wanting. For this reason, most forms of abuse that later touch our lives hook our 
inner abuse pain into our awareness and we react accordingly, often abusively, to nature and 
each other.  The key to correcting this travesty is the missing solution you/we seek regarding the 
welfare of SRKW ourselves and our living planet’s climate. Sadly, dominant and entrenched 
parts of Industrial Society have indoctrinated caring people to deny climate therapy solutions 
when we discover them. Most Ivory Tower science has yet to even validate that the life of Nature 
and Earth exists.  Do you?  
 
To remedy today’s appalling failure to live with justice, peace and balance for all, including the 
web-of-life, the WDFW must bravely fulfill its mission by not depending on the incomplete 
information generated by our excessively nature-separated ways of knowing and relating.  Their 
unscientific half-truths are whole lies that generate abusive thoughts, feelings and relationships. 
This postures us to omit the evidence-based, organic essence of Climate Therapy research done 
in natural areas.   
 
Because most of us are products/victims of Ivory Tower limited instruction, WDFW’s omission 
of Climate Therapy makes the misinformation you use erroneously intensify our global troubles 
while reducing local difficulties. This explains why our complications continue. We don’t 
include the application or sharing of our greatest problems’ core remedy.  The better part of you 
knows that this neglect is not responsible wildlife management.  The tool you need to rectify this 
situation is readily available from Project NatureConnect at www.ClimateTherapy.org and I 
invite you to call me about it. 360-378-6313 
 
RATIONALE 
Industrial Society’s academic knowledge is obviously missing a crucial Climate Therapy 
element who’s loss makes us ever-increasingly degenerate the life of our planet and its people. 
This is easily corrected by adding the organic powers of Climate Therapy to our whale watching 
industry thinking and acts.  As it strengthens the contribution of  WDFW and adds educational 
and wellness values to whale watching procedures, it greens whale watching to become more 
beneficial and profitable, rather than increasingly destructive to our person/planet life. It would 
also let the rest of the world know it could do the same.  
 
The beauty, purity and balance of Climate Therapy’s 54-sense science is nature-made mental 
health. It sensibly fortifies the life of Earth and us so we don’t continue to excessively exploit it 
as a “natural resource” and suffer the life-diminishing consequences.  
 
Scientifically, Nature/Earth’s and humanity’s love to live are different in a major way. We can 
communicate and relate through written and articulated word-stories and this ability is foreign to 
the natural world’s life.  When our stories excessively separate our life from the truths of our 
planet’s life their effects abuse our psyche and the planet. We hurtfully lose Earth’s profound 



wisdom and peace, around, in and as us and callously act accordingly. Climate Therapy works 
because it removes the hurt that causes this tragedy. It lets genuine 54-sense contact with nature 
in natural areas unify this agonizing disconnection. This creates happily balanced relationships 
and their beneficial side-effects for all.  
 
Climate Therapy works because its fundamental source of healing wisdom is Nature itself, the 
fountainhead of authority that organizes, corrects and balances its optimums of life, diversity, 
cooperation and sanity without producing garbage or abuse, including war, so everything 
belongs.  
 
To remedy today’s global catastrophe, Climate Therapy invokes reasonable acts as if the life of 
Nature/Earth and its love to survive matters. In unifying ways, this tool equally supports and 
balances our body, mind and spirit along with every other part of the web-of-life including its 
energies. That is unconditional fairness in action.  It helps us felt-sense register our inborn love 
for each other’s and Earth’s life as we blend with our Planet’s unifying love to endure. We 
scientifically discover God to be the essence of love that exists in the life of a natural area, 
backyard or back country, moment by moment. Because we best protect and support what we 
love, we equally nurture the whole of life, all relationships, species, races, nationalities and 
persuasions. That is the presently missing “hope” for restoring the life of our broken planet and 
us.  It must replace the dismay and pain of martyrdom that cruelly touches us and erodes 
happiness. 
 
SUMMARY 
Our Ivory Tower fortress has socialized us to deny that, scientifically, Nature/Earth’s and 
humanity’s love to live is a singular love we share to survive in peace and justice for all of life. 
Our denial renders most of Industrial Society unable to scientifically validate that the life of 
Nature and Earth even exists. This results in today’s 50% inability of Nature/Earth’s life each 
year to replenish its “resources” (read: physiology) and survive in harmonic balance with itself 
and humanity.  
 
We become abusive because the integrity of our planet’s life is fighting our excessive trespasses. 
That ever-increasing war, by using half-truth facts, has increased, by 50% since 1970, our mental 
illness, destructive stress, mass shootings, obesity, isolation, climate crisis and many other 
disorders. With worry and anxiety we sense and feel this loss as it makes the world fall apart, 
around and as us. We constantly want, so we never have enough. No matter how rich or poor we 
are, we think we need about 15% more money to buy more artificial satisfactions. This overuses 
our natural reserves (read: Planet’s metabolism).  
 
Via www.ClimateTherapy.org Project NatureConnect invites WDFW and all others with a 
sincere desire for peaceful life in balance, to join and learn from our unifying Climate Therapy 
coalition. That relationship helps you fortify your good intentions as you can internship, practice 
and teach Climate Therapy as part of a fiduciary support team, online or locally. You help 
replicate this insightful process globally, so rather than go extinct, SRKW can catalyze the world 
to master Climate Therapy’s accredited, 54-sense eco-arts that transform abuse into heartfelt 
support. It is reasonable for the proposed “moratorium” to instead empower and demonstrate the 



organic wisdom found in natural areas, to liberate our misleading nature-disconnected stories 
while converting their adverse effects into unifying love.  
 

Using one of the following six colors instantly gives you the Climate Therapy ability to be 
more trustable, informative and accurate than the other five.  Can you easily tell which 
color best helps you and the world to be more intelligent and benefit from its properties?  
Yellow – Red – Blue – Green – Black – Brown 

 
Haven’t you been injured by the Ivory Tower’s abusiveness?  Heal now and help others do the 
same as part of this proposed “moratorium-demonstration.” Call us. Climate Therapy 
scientifically fulfills your hope to get to where your deeper self reasonably wants you and the 
world to be. www.ClimateTherapy.org 
 
 
Contact: Michael J. Cohen, Ed.D., Ph.D.  
360-378-6313  nature@interisland.net 
www.ecopsych.com/mjcohen.html 
 
 
 
Social Media Announcement 
Transform person or group abuse into safe love. The life of nature/earth/you matters. Heal the 
core of our broken world via heartfelt person/planet justice. Join our unifying truth team. 
Strengthen your resilience and career. Grants Degree www.ClimateTherapy.com. #natureheal 
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